
MediaMarkt trusts Mall IQ Location Intelligence Platform to deliver its 
campaigns to the customers at the right time and location, increasing 
its store foot traffic.

MediaMarkt increased  
notification-to-store by 3x  

compared to the average mall-to-store visit ratio.  
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THE RESULTS

MediaMarkt is a German multinational chain of stores selling consumer 
electronics with numerous branches throughout  
Europe. It is Europe's largest retailer of  
consumer electronics, and the second  
largest in the world after American  
retailer Best Buy. 

The main challenges defined by  
MediaMarkt were as follows: 

- Acquire store traffic from 
competitors’ visitors 
- Convert customer intent to  
transaction 
- Turn mall visitors to customers 
- Increase customer loyalty 

These challenges were addressed by Mall IQ’s store level location based 
engagement capabilities. A comprehensive data analysis was carried  

out to define the potential customer segments. The agreed upon  
customer segments (table below) were targeted by push  

notifications sent via a loyalty app  
using Mall IQ technology. 

  

Using Mall IQ’s Campaign Management  
Dashboard, MediaMarkt campaigns were  

defined for each segment. Mall IQ  
delivered the micro-location campaigns  

via push notifications when the target  
customers were in one of the  
23 shopping malls that has a  

MediaMarkt store.  

As a result of the location based targeted real-time push notifications 
MediaMarkt converted mall visitors to MediaMarkt visitors by an 8.33% 
overall rate. Compared to the baseline of 3% average  
mall-to-store visit ratio, this is a +177% increase  
in store traffic. 

As for the specific Segment B (customers  
who visited competitor stores but did not  
visit a MediaMarkt store in the past 3 months),  
8.95% of competitor visitors became MediaMarkt  
visitors. This is a +198% increase in store traffic -  
3x increase compared to baseline.  

In some malls for some segments, this rate  
reached up to 30%. Which is 10x more compared  
with the average mall-to-store visit ratio.  

MediaMarkt not only reached customers with  
the highest purchasing intent at the right time  
and location, but also protected the brand by not overwhelming users 
with communication that is not as relevant. 

  

MediaMarkt increased  

notification-to-store by 3x 
via leveraging Mall IQ Location Based  
Real-Time Engagement technology.

Mall IQ, Inc. is a San Francisco based location intelligence company 
focused on the development of scalable indoor and outdoor location 

based analytics and engagement platforms.  
  

Mall IQ empowers payment & banking, retail, loyalty and e-commerce 
apps to understand their customers' behavior in shopping malls and 

high-streets and engage them with relevant messages at the right time 
and location to monetize offline purchase intent. 

  
Founded in 2015 in Silicon Valley, CA, Mall IQ, Inc. develops cutting 

edge, scalable, location-based engagement, analytics & AI platforms. 
Mall IQ has customers in 6 countries including  

USA, Turkey, Middle East and Asia.


